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transparency has been greatly anticipated; yet, it's another
completely new attribute in coreldraw. when you create and add
objects to your canvas they are now going to appear transparent if
you crop and reveal them. as an illustration, you've got a photo of
a whole garden that you would like to incorporate to your flower
layout. the way you add the picture is to crop the picture into a tile.
this tile will hold a spot where you can drag the garden picture to
place it on the canvas. i like that the picture is kept transparent,
allowing us to see the whole garden, but i had a hard time figuring
out how to make it transparent to see what was outside the crop,
prior to cropping. also, you can click and drag the tile around the
illustration, so you can rotate it. you'll have to figure that one out
for yourself. there's also a new function of text. the greatest
magazines and the eu union, for instance, have been supplying
numerous articles in their in-house magazines; however, they have
been too slowly. now, you can draw the individual captions just for
the article to the illustration. you will have to supply size and colors
to each word and shape. but, after you are done with your own
article, you can just enter it into the headline option. this can be
entered into the checkbox when you go to the clipping menu. when
you crop the headline, you can see exactly what you used. the
headline also appears on the layout, so it isn't necessary to cut and
paste. undo while there are a lot of new attributes in illustrator, i
look at the ease of editing, something for which corel is renowned.
to me, the new feature, edit selection, is the most effective. let's
say you have a picture with a bit of text on it.
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